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Mr Harvey and Miss Howard 
will be in school, and Miss 

Kendrick, Mrs Jackson and Mrs 
Richardson will be supporting 

you from home.



SPaG



Improve this sentence by adding more detail;

The squirrel dropped the nut.



The African, desert squirrel 
dropped the nut in shock, as 
he saw the shadow of a bird 
of prey streak across the 
undulating sands in front of 
him.



Maths



Times 
Tables





Spring 2
Negative Numbers

National Curriculum Objective (Yr4) : count backwards 
through 0 to include negative numbers

● Objectives: 1. To be able to add, subtract and order negative numbers. 2. To 
understand the rules for multiplying and dividing negative numbers. 3. To apply 
knowledge to solving real life problems.

● Competency (everyone should be able to): To be able to add, subtract and order 
negative numbers.

● Proficiency (most will be able to): To understand the rules for multiplying and 
dividing negative numbers.

● Mastery (some will be able to): To apply knowledge to solving real life problems.
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Tidy Up Time



English



Lesson 
Four



I can highlight the features of persuasive texts to create a 

success criteria

- subheading /heading  - pictures

- persuasive wow words/emotive - boast/awards

- promises/threats/flattery - quotes/endorsements

- imperatives - facts/figures 

- rhetorical questions       - expert/specific language

- slogan and logo - contact details



This is what we will be aiming for...



Read through this persuasive advert for 
Space Paste and underline the features in 
the colours shown.



The next two letters are WAGOLLs 
(What A Good One Looks Like) of 
persuasive letters. 
- The first is a letter to Harry Kane to 

persuade him to coach their local 
team for a session.

- The second is a letter about the 
cancellation of waste collection.













Tidy Up Time



Lunch Time



MFL/ RE
Mrs Cleghorn has an amazing 

presentation coming up for you this 
afternoon!



At school we’ve been having board game/ 
other game time in the afternoons for the 
last half hour/ forty minutes to incorporate 

social skills and mental wellbeing. We all need 
this sort of ‘leisure’ time to help our brains 

process what we’re going through. You might 
do something without screens too - baking, 
dog walking, playing games, a kitchen disco - 

who knows!



Tidy Up Time



We finish at 3pm, when adults start 
collecting.

Don’t forget to tune in for the bedtime story 
(or watch whenever you like) about the Maya!


